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royal charities. - britnumsoc - royal charities. (second series.) part iii. . by helen farquhar. largesse and the king's
dole. d n the british numismatic journal, vol. xvi, pp. i95-228, we passed in review the subject of maundy, the
name given to a special distribution of charities on holy thursÃ‚Â judicial immunity vs. due process when
should a judge be ... - judicial immunity vs. due process: when should ajudge be subject to suit? robert craig
waters introduction in the americanjudicial system, fewmore serious threats toindi- book review: the open
society and its enemies - reviews the open society and its enemies. by karl s. popper, princeton: princeton
university press, 1950. pp. v, 732. $7.50. during the years of the cold war it is well to remember the ancient
chinese proverb: the first result of any war is that the adversaries adopt
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